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Lulo expansion and exploration self-funded, Mothae moving
to higher-value zone
Investment case
The recent US$10m sale of Lulo diamonds provides further evidence of SML’s
ability to self-fund a 50% expansion of alluvial diamond mining operations,
at a time when the high-value production from Lulo continues to command
premium pricing in contrast to lower-quality stones. Expansion to 450kbcm per
annum will increase cash generation and is designed to accelerate repayment of
~US$30m loan to LOM from SML. Exploration for the source of Lulo diamonds
continues and we expect a discovery will rapidly rerate the stock above our PT.
Mothae continues to achieve impressive results from lower-margin zones, with
mining in higher-margin southern pit due H2 of CY19.

Key points
yySecond parcel of Lulo diamonds sold in CY19 achieved US$10m (A$14.5m) at
ave. price rec’d of US$1,800/ct;
yyLOM announced at AGM that US$12m is being invested by SML (LOM 40%)
to expand ops 50% to 450kbcm/year throughput by mid-CY20;
yyImportantly, the above sale demonstrates SML’s ability to self-fund the
expansion, allowing increased CFs without equity dilution or debt increase;
yyAfter Angolan diamond marketing reforms, price rec’d for Lulo diamonds
remains robust which will bode well for future CFs and should accelerate
repayment of LOM’s loans to SML of ~US$30m;
yyNotably, SML’s US$30m loan owing to LOM is in excess of LOM’s US$24m
debt accrued to build the Mothae diamond mine, reiterating LOM’s Balance
Sheet strength;
yyLulo kimberlite exploration continues with the next 12-month program
launched following technical review of results to date by some of the world’s
leading independent diamond consultants;
yySML has budgeted US$3.3m for the next stage of searching for the source of
Lulo’s alluvial diamonds, with the program including:
ooExtensive stream bulk sampling of 6 major tributaries;
ooFollow-up delineation drilling of 16 Lulo kimberlite pipes rated the most
prospective;
ooDrilling 8 addition targets identified in technical review;
yyAt Mothae, early results have been impressive including recent recovery
of a 126ct diamond, encouraging Mgmt to bring forward plans to increase
production;
yyWater availability is key pre-requisite to Mothae expansion and we expect
completion of main 500,000m3 Dam 4 in H2 CY19 to allow throughput
increases and provide access to higher-margin zones under current water
source;
yyWe argue that, operationally, LOM is in the best position it has been in, with
expected increased CF from ops making it compelling value in light of recent
price weakness;
yyWe believe the market does not appreciate the bifurcated nature of diamond
pricing, with prices of high-value diamonds such as those produced by
LOM remaining robust, while low-value diamonds produced by LOM’s peers
experiencing significant pricing weakness;
yyOur Speculative Buy and PT of $0.61/sh is maintained;
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On the back of Lucapa’s (LOM) 2019 AGM, we have taken the opportunity
to review its current operations, clarify areas of confusion for existing and
prospective shareholders and outline the significant growth profile moving
forward. We believe there is an unjustified disconnect between recent share
price performance of LOM and the position and prospects of the Company for
CY19 and beyond.
On 3rd June 2019, LOM announced the sale of the second parcel of Lulo
diamonds for CY19 which generated US$10m in revenue for SML (LOM
40%). This is the second sale of diamonds under Angola’s reformed diamond
marketing policy and attracted an average price received of US$1,800/ct, which
we view as representative of prices SML can expect moving forward. The first
sale achieved a remarkable US$26,700/ct however this parcel consisted of only
6 large and top-quality diamonds, meaning the sale was not representative of
long term pricing expectations. This sale however does highlight the robust
nature of the high-value segment of the diamond market from a pricing
standpoint, a reason we remain confident in the outlook for LOM’s pricing, given
the ongoing production of specials from their operations.
LOM also flagged a potential third ROM diamond sale from Lulo for CY19 in
the near future, which would further bolster SML’s cash balance. The unsold
inventory at Lulo includes a 46ct pink and a 130ct D-colour Type IIa white and
we see the potential for either of these to be a part of LOM’s ambitions to move
down the value chain towards cutting and polishing of Special diamonds. We
estimate these two stones alone represent a multi-million dollar return to SML
and eagerly await their sale.
The importance of the US$10m recently received by SML is that LOM announced
at its AGM a 50% expansion of Lulo alluvial diamond mining operations at a
cost of US$12m. With SML’s cash at bank and ongoing strong cashflows, the
expansion to a throughput of 450kbcm/year can be self-funded, allowing
increased cashflows from operations without equity dilution or debt increases.
We expect circa 12 months to achieve the increased production rate.
The expansion comes on the back of the recent JORC resource upgrade at
Lulo to 80,400cts at a grade of 17.7cphm3 and value of US$1,420/ct. This is
a meaningful upgrade from the previous resource of 42,200cts at a grade of
6.99cphm3 and value of US$1,215/ct, reflecting the higher value of the diamonds
recently recovered and the true value of the asset for LOM.
Importantly, expansion of production at Lulo, together with continued robust
price received, will meaningfully increase cashflows to SML and should
accelerate the repayment of the ~US$30m loan due to LOM from SML. It should
be noted that this loan balance exceeds the ~US$24m debt accrued by LOM to
build its 70%-owned Mothae kimberlite diamond mine in Lesotho.
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There has been recent confusion from shareholders as to where cashflows
from Lulo are being spent and why they are not being repatriated by LOM. As
a 40% interest holder in SML, Lulo earnings are treated as an associate and not
consolidated in LOM’s accounts. To date, SML has declared US$17m of free cash
to LOM in the form of pro-rata distributions and repayments on loans advanced
by LOM over the past decade to explore for alluvials and establish mining
operations. LOM has repatriated the bulk of those returns and used the balance
to fund Lulo kimberlite exploration.
We view the use of funds towards production expansion and the ongoing search
for the alluvial diamond source as the best potential return for shareholders.
Increasing cashflows from operations to accelerate loan repayments is a
sensible move by Management and should provide comfort to shareholders that
the outstanding loan will be repaid. Furthermore, the significant quantum of
technical work completed towards locating the source of these prolific alluvial
diamonds gives us confidence that LOM is closer than ever to achieving this aim.
To that end, the next 12-month Lulo exploration program has been launched,
following technical review of results to date by some of the world’s leading
independent diamond consultants. SML has budgeted US$3.3m for this stage of
searching for the source of Lulo’s alluvial diamonds, with the program including:
yyExtensive stream bulk sampling of 6 major tributaries feeding from highinterest areas, upstream of Mining Blocks 8 and 6, where some of the largest
and most valuable diamonds have been recovered at Lulo;

Source: Lucapa Diamond Co Ltd
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yyFollow-up delineation drilling of 16 Lulo kimberlite pipes rated the most
prospective to host diamonds;

Source: Lucapa Diamond Co Ltd

yyDrilling 8 addition targets, including anomalies highlighted in the technical
review demonstrating reversely polarised magnetic signatures;

Source: Lucapa Diamond Co Ltd
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This ongoing exploration will continue to be funded by the alluvial mining
operations for a 12-month period, after which further exploration will be results
driven. We firmly believe that finding the source producing the world’s highest
value alluvial diamonds is within reach for LOM and would result in a significant
rerating of the stock to multi-year highs.
At Mothae, early operational success has encouraged Management to bring
forward plant modifications to increase diamond production. To-date, six +50ct
diamonds have been recovered at Mothae, including the recent recovery of a
126ct gem-quality stone. Importantly, mining has not yet commenced in the
high-margin sections of the mine, which we expect will occur later in H2 CY19.
Water availability is the key limitation for Mothae expansion and Management
has sensibly chosen to conserve the current water source, rather than accelerate
production and risk water depletion. Currently, the water source is the southern
pit and sits above the higher-margin zone of the orebody. LOM is therefore
awaiting completion and filling of the main 500,000m3 Dam 4 wall in H2 CY19
before dewatering the southern pit and increasing diamond production. We
expect that once mining has commenced in this higher grade zone, LOM will
update guidance and the mine plan for Mothae to reflect the impressive early
results.
Together, the above developments point to a significant turning point for Lucapa
and a step change to existing operations. We are more confident than ever on
the outlook for the Company with two cashflow generating operations in two
different countries now largely de-risking the Company. As the chart below
highlights, Lucapa has traded down with the broader diamond peer set, however
we believe this is unjustified in the case of LOM.
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As we have previously pointed out, it appears that the market does not fully
appreciate the bifurcated nature of diamond pricing. We note that with prices of
lower-value diamonds have been under significant pressure, which has affected
cashflows from producers of industrial diamonds and therefore resulted in
weaker share price performance. However pricing of high-value diamonds, such
as those produced by LOM, remains robust and we therefore view the recent
downtrend of LOM’s share price as overdone. We firmly believe that cashflow
will ultimately rectify this and that continued success from the expanded
operations will eventually be recognised by the market.
We maintain our Speculative Buy rating and $0.61/sh Price Target, believing that
the recent price weakness presents a deep value opportunity in LOM.
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